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SimplyGuest recently tied up with Gati to offer its tenants a hassle-free move in and move out experience from its homes in Bangalore. With this tie-up, Gati now
becomes an exclusive logistics partner of SimplyGuest. Our objective is to give positive and value-added logistics services that are relevant to our tenants and
making movements across houses easier.
Gati is a leader in end to end supply chain solutions and has a number of service offerings. Some of the special retail product offerings in the b2c space are Student
Express – subsidised logistics service for students moving between college and home, Art Express – niche service exclusively for art and fragile shipments, Excess
Baggage – premium air transit with 12 hour delivery options and few others such as Gati Laabh, Premium Flexilite, Desk to Desk Cargo and Secure Box.
Gati is also an eminent player in the B2B logistics space with products such as- Express Distribution, Warehousing Solutions, M-VATS (Bulk Load, Point to Point),
Cold Chain Solution, E-commerce Logistics, Freight Forwarding, and Trading Solutions. Gati serves the top leading organizations across FMCG, Auto, Textile,
Engineering, Pharma, IT, Retail, Electrical Electronics among others.
SimplyGuest provides fully-furnished homes to singles, working professionals, and couples in proximity to their workplaces. The accommodation is completely
managed and hassle-free; rent is inclusive of all monthly bills including electricity, water, 20-100mbps WiFi, DTH, unlimited LPG, domestic help, repairs, and
maintenance. SimplyGuest takes care of nding quali ed atmates as well as their entries and exits. Tenants can move into any house in our network at no extra
cost when they change jobs or workplaces. SimplyGuest also provides bicycles on rent for an easy commute and recommends a curated list of cooks and maids to
the people living in SimplyGuest homes.
SimplyGuest recently started a professional hostel as well. The attempt here is to change and improve many aspects of traditional PGs. For starters, the food
offered at these hostels is of high quality. There are monthly audits to ensure that food standard, safety and hygiene are maintained. There are no curfews in these
hostels.
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